
Wisdom is one thing, while prophecy is another. The wise know the patterns of
God and, in sharing them, help others flourish. The prophet hears from God and,
in telling it, saves a nation. The wise discern what God has done and how to live
accordingly. The prophet discerns what God is about to do and implores
repentance. The wise predict; the prophet warns. Heed the wise and prosper; heed
the prophet and avoid destruction. The wise grow an account; the prophet
declares its payment. Ignore the wise, and suffer as a fool; ignore the prophet,
and die as a fool. The wise reveal opportunity; the prophet reveals destiny. The
wise speak of reward; the prophet speaks of risk. The wise are many; prophets
are few. Many claim to prophesy; rarely one does. The words of the wise are
balm; the prophet’s words burn. The wise water their seed that crops may grow;
the prophet harvests the crop that seeds may die and fall. We love the wise but
hate the prophet. Give me a wise mentor, and I’ll live better. Send me a true
prophet, and I’ll live forever.

The difference between wisdom and prophecy
involves the mediated nature of the wise one’s
wisdom and the prophet’s unmediated encounter
with God. Wise persons know God’s patterns in
the world. They know how God has constructed
the world with opportunities and boundaries,
adventures and risks, meaning things both to do

and not to do as imperatives, and things to consider that could go either way.
They have learned wisdom by discerning the world’s patterns and how they
affect humankind. Nature mediates their knowledge of God. They know God
through his creation. But the prophet encounters God unmediated. The prophet
carries the word of God directly from God’s mouth to his people and others
whom God wishes to warn. Heed the wise but follow the prophet. And know the
difference between wisdom and prophecy.


